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ABSTRACT
This research project is a prototype of a mobile application that would be
dedicated to the Utica Comet hockey community and its team through the use of special
fan features to give the area a sense of belonging. The development of this application
uses the human-centered design theory as well a hierarchy of needs, which were
incorporated into the design of the app. The mobile app was created using a web design
program within the Adobe Creative Suite.
This research paper looks into the need to clarify the concepts of community,
belonging and social identification within the sport of hockey. As the target users, their
needs and wants are determined. It then details the concepts of creating an app, which are
assessed and applied to the prototype.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
Although there are multiple outlets for hockey fans to learn about their favorite
team’s  scores  and  news,  mobile  applications  are  one  of  the  easiest  ways  for  them  to  have  
access to the necessary information. However, the existing team mobile applications lack
features that could bring fans together into one universal community. Most of the mobile
applications are mainly user friendly and easy to navigate with the most basic feature
including game scores, standings, schedules and team roster.
For some hockey teams, there isn’t  any  mobile  application available to the hockey
community,  as  is  the  case  with  the  American  Hockey  League’s  Utica  Comets  
organization,  affiliate  to  the  NHL’s  Vancouver  Canucks.  The  lack  of  a  mobile  application  
and missing fan features are what sparked the following main research question:
“How  is  creating  a  mobile  application  for  hockey  fans  giving  a  sense  of  
community?”
Although the main research question focuses on how a mobile application will be
community-based, there are secondary questions that will help answer that. These
questions focus on what and how the mobile application will build and expand the
hockey community. The six secondary research questions are as follows:
“Much  like  a  hockey  team,  will  the  mobile  application bring fans together as
a  ‘team’  and  give  them  a  sense  of  belonging?”
“How  will  communication  grow  with  the  creation  of  an  application?”
“How  will  this  mobile  application  be  beneficial  to  both  the  Utica  Comets  
organization  and  its  fans?”
“What  tools  or  features should be included in a hockey application that
might  support  the  concept  of  community?”
“How  can  social  media  tools  play  a  role  in  developing  a  community  amongst  
sports  fans?”
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“What  is  the  ideal  graphical  user  interface  (GUI)  for  a  hockey  app  to  support
the  concept  of  community?”
The research questions above are the main reasons for the creation of a team app
prototype. For hockey fans, there is more than a need for game scores and standings; the
fans need an outlet where they can come together as a community through social media
and other features and be part of the Comets team.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Branding a Community
Online collaboration opportunities have allowed users to create their own
identities without the structure or funding of a sponsoring group. It has presented an
alternative to company-centered innovations and has offered users to brand themselves
(Fuller, 2014). Community brands are centered on people who have a common interest in
which their relationships to each other are more important than the created concept.
Considered  rewarding  and  authentic,  community  brands  “represent  meanings,  ideologies,  
and modes of self-organization that suit the needs of the most active members rather than
the needs of economically interested shareholders”  and  spark  independence,  creativity  
and knowledge (Fuller, 2014).
However, building relationships can be challenging and complex. Brand
relationships are associated with psychological processes and social norms (Turri et al.,
2013). They can be emotionally  or  cognitively  based,  suggesting  that  “relationships  
which involve an emotional tie or connection are formed on the basis of identification
and  shared  values”  (Turri  et  al.,  2013).  Those  emotions  could  be  stronger  than  those  in  
cognitively based relationships. When communities become attached, the brand can
benefit  to  where  “strong  affective  commitment  can  generate  loyalty”  (Turri  et  al.,  2013).  
Other research has suggested that online interaction allows people to have a deeper
connection with brands and be  more  open  to  communicate,  which  “results  in  a  rich  online  
relationship  experience”  (Watkins,  2014).
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Team Identification and Fans
Social identification is the perception of belonging by being a member of a group
or organization where people are likely to describe themselves based on emotional
attachments related to relationships (Watkins, 2014). With identification, loyal fans relate
themselves  with  the  team  or  its  players.  It  is  when  fans  “internalize  attitudes,  beliefs  and  
values with the identified persona”  (Kang,  2015)  and  happen  when  a  person  takes  on  the  
values and beliefs of a group. The attitudes and behaviors can advance through
involvement. In regard to sports teams, fans identify themselves toward a team that is a
closed  attachment,  but  they  “develop belongingness and connected self through
identifying  themselves  with  the  supported  team”  (Kang,  2015).  Mobile  content,  such  as  
social media applications, fill those needs and offer opportunities for identity building
and engagement.
Through social media, fans have a multidimensional experience, giving them
motivations of entertainment and connection. This positively affects team identification.
However, there is a complex and participatory component to team identification in social
media:
As fans tweet, retweet, post or share information about their supporting teams,
social media keep fans informed and close to players and the teams. Pro teams
also actively involve digital-media communication to cultivate fan identification.
As a result, fans build intense collective passion, which leads to identification
with the team (Kang, 2015).
For new sports teams, there can be a bond formed before the team has had an
opportunity to play its first game. The city of Utica had few professional hockey teams in
the area, with the last team being the Utica Devils from 1987 to 1993. Since then, the area
did not have a hockey presence until 2013 when the Vancouver Canucks announced a
deal bring the Utica Comets to the Utica Memorial Auditorium (Utica Comets, 2015). In
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its first season, the Comets averaged 3,435 fans for 38 home games (Utica Comets Yearly
Attendance,  2013).  Research  found  that  “season-ticket holders developed a strong
cognitive  bond”  and  that  “highly  connected  fans  of  a  new  sport  team  were  likely  to  attach
to multiple motives to attend, while weakly connected individuals only agreed with one
purchase  decision”  (Lock  et  al.,  2012).
The Curiosity of a Sports Fan
As the sports become bigger and more popular, there is a developing loyalty in
new and existing sports fans. Past research suggested that individual, social and
psychological factors play a role in the behavior of a sports fan (Park et al., 2011). Other
research  has  found  sports  fans’  curiosity  is  a  factor  to  explain  the  cognitive,  sensory  and  
psychological effects on behavior (Park et al., 2011). Curiosity could be considered an
important motivator that influences human behavior, which includes educational,
occupational and recreational areas. However, that curiosity has a relationship with sports
fans.  Exploration  and  uncertainty  of  the  sport  affect  a  sports  fan’s  behavior,  raising  the  
levels  of  curiosity.  Even  the  sport  itself  can  spark  that  curiosity  in  that  “each  sport  has  
different rules, each game has different players and strategies, and every game, contest,
or  competition  ends  with  a  different  result”  (Park  et  al.,  2011).  Finally,  this  curiosity  
could explain why fans react to any information related to sports whether it is the team or
the players. That could lead to reaction to scenes such as highlights, statistics or history
of their favorite teams.
Growing Popularity of Hockey
In communities large and small in the United States and Canada, hockey has a
distinguished  presence.  It  is  a  physically  played  sport  that  “is  sometimes  fervent,  
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sometimes detached, but always ritualistic watching of the game in person or on
television; and if one misses that all-important playoff game, there are endless
newspaper,  Internet,  and  television  reports  on  which  to  rely”  (Blake,  2010).  With  any  
sport, there is a level of discussion that can range from strategy to the cultural
significance to banter and rooting for the home team. For its fans, hockey is a simple
game where anyone from first-time watchers to diehards can have a voice (Blake, 2010).
In a 2014 poll, hockey ranks at number six in favorite sports. The sport has continued to
grow in the past few decades. In 1985, the sport was ranks 11th at 2% (Costello, 2014).
Sports Fans, Professional Teams and Mobile Content
In the age of the smartphone, professional sports teams have embraced the
features of mobile phones for an effective relationship with fans (Kang, 2015). Their
marketing tools to draw in existing and new fans go from social media and texting to the
creating mobile applications. From a sports context, the fan support refers to the
assistance in a materialistic or affective manner (Kang, 2015).
Through fan support, individuals show positive attitudes toward teams, attend
games, and perceive themselves as sports fans. One type of fan support, fan loyalty, can
be activated at attitudinal and behavioral levels. Fans can also build identification with
teams or players to exhibit support and perceive roles as sports fans. Fans receiving team
information and services via mobile phone may cultivate fan loyalty by gratifying both
communication and content needs (Kang, 2015).
Using the uses-and-gratifications theory that looks at the process of motivations
and effects, characteristics, motivation, selectivity and involvement of users are factors.
In sports context,  a  specific  motive  sparks  fans’  use  of  mobile  content  (Kang.  2015).  
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Based on their gratifications, fans select the content and then become actively involved
with  the  professional  teams.  Its  convenience  “likely  exposes  fans  to  a  variety  of  content  
features such as ticket information, fan forums, kid fans page, sponsor information,
community  link  and  social  media  apps”  (Kang,  2015).  Mobile  content  can  help  meet  
fans’  expectations  and  social  needs  such  as  sociability,  recreation  and  information  
exchange. Fans and teams can interact with friends for updates, news, seek entertainment
through  videos  and  “foster  a  sense  of  fanship  by  joining  social-media pages related to the
team”  (Kang,  2015).  Other  mobile  content  such  as  events,  parking  and  pricing  
information appealed to fans as well as interactive features and attractive designs.
Social Media and Hockey
Social media is one key feature that sports teams use to interact with fans who can
connect with other fans, follow teams and players and join a virtual community related to
the team (Kang, 2015). Through Twitter and other social media outlets, teams have fanplayer interactions, game updates and events, for example. According to a Sports
Illustrated  article,  research  has  discovered  that  hockey  fans  “are  among the most techsavvy  in  sports”  (Roumeliotis,  2015).  
The National Hockey League realized the value of social media for promotion and
to  serve  its  fans.  This  phenomenon  has  been  coined  “Second  Screen  Consumption”  
(Roumeliotis,  2015).  By  adding  this  “second screen,”  it  uses  mobile  devices  during  live  
broadcasts so fans can engage in discussions, giving them a dynamic experience. Teams
and players have added to the interaction. For instance, Florida Panthers goaltender
Roberto Luongo has 563,000 followers on Twitter (Roumeliotis, 2015). Fans wanting this
content make the loyalty to the NHL brand grow more.
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The NHL has used social media to bring fans together from around the world by
hosting  gatherings  using  Twitter,  or  called  “tweetups”  (Bernstein,  2009).  A  fan from New
York thought of the idea to get fans together to watch the first round of the Stanley Cup
playoffs  at  a  sports  bar.  After  organizing,  “it  grew  to  become  an  international  event  with  
1,200 people in 23 cities all coming together in the name of hockey, and tweetups
continued  through  the  playoffs”  (Bernstein,  2009).  Some  teams  have  also  engaged  fans  
through  social  media.  The  New  York  Islanders  have  utilized  YouTube  for  their  Islanders’  
TV  feature,  “allowing  fans  to  post  their  own  videos,  and  have  used its Facebook page,
which  has  more  than  8,400  fans,  to  host  live  chat  with  its  players”  (Bernstein,  2009).
Information Design
According to author Rune Pettersson, well designed materials make everyday life
easier and grants good credibility. Though difficult to define, information design can be
described as:
In order to satisfy the information needs of the intended receivers information
design comprises analysis, planning, presentation and understanding of a message
– its content, language and form. Regardless of the selected medium, a welldesigned information set will satisfy aesthetic, economic, ergonomic, as well as
subject matter requirements (Pettersson, 1998).
The goal of information design should always be its clarity in communication.
The job of the sender cannot be completed until the receivers have understood the
intended  message  (Petterson,  1998).  Pettersson’s  concepts  and  definition  can  be  applied  
to the Utica Comets mobile application by planning and presenting the information and
features in a way  that  can  satisfy  the  fans’  and  team’s  needs.  Furthermore,  “the  use  of  
well-established design principles increases the probability that a design will be
successful”  (Lidwell  et  al.,  2010).  In  terms  of  information  design  principles,  there  needs  
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to be information hierarchy used in the app. The mobile app must be prioritized to suit
the  fans’  needs.  According  to  Universal  Principles  of  Design  (Lidwell  et  al.,  2010),  
“hierarchical  organization  is  the  simplest  structure  for  visualizing  and  understanding  
complexity.”  
The Utica Comets mobile app also uses other information design principles:
Human-Centered Design
This  refers  to  the  process  “that  starts  with  the  people  you’re  designing  for  and  
ends  with  new  solutions  that  are  tailor  made  to  suit  their  needs”  (Design Kit). The theory
is made up of nine components: coherence, inclusiveness, malleability, engagement,
ownership, responsive, purpose, panoramic and transcendence (Jacobson, 1999). By
applying these components, it will give users the opportunity to be in control of the
mobile app.
Coherence: The concept allows items to be visible through transparency,
informing  users  of  “what  is  going  on  and  what  is  possible”  (Jacobson,  1999).  The  
users will clearly be able to navigate through the mobile application.
Inclusiveness: The users can be part of the experience. This can be done through
the  use  of  color  and  typography,  making  the  design  “familiar  and  on  friendly  
terms”  (Jacobson,  1999).  
Malleability: The concept allows information to be shaped into graphics that
users  can  understand  and  interact  with.  The  purpose  of  this  is  “to  mold  the  
situation to suit, to pick-and-mix  and  sculpt  the  environment  to  suit  one’s  own  
instrumental  needs,  aesthetic  tastes  and  craft  traditions”  (Jacobson,  1999).  
Engagement: The design must be interactive for users, thus making it engaging.
It  gives  “a  sense  that  one  is  being  invited  to  participate  in  the  process  and  which  
creates  a  feeling  of  empathy”  (Jacobson,  1999).
Ownership: According  to  Jacobson  (1999),  ownership  is  “a  feeling that you have
created  and  thereby  own  parts  of  the  system.”  By  allowing  users  to  participate  
through commenting and posting, they will feel a sense of belonging. They feel
like they are adding to the design.
Responsive: This allows users to change design features at will. The design will
respond  to  the  user’s  requirements  and  individual  needs  (Jacobson,  1999).
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Purpose: The idea gives the design to the users and encourages them to go
beyond  what’s  given  to  them  (Jacobson,  1999).
Panoramic: The designers can give users a wider view and understanding
through interactive design, opening up opportunities to take the information and
apply  it  elsewhere.  According  to  Jacobson  (1999),  “this  encourages  the  
acquisition of boundary knowledge and allows the users to act more effectively
and competently by locating what he or she is doing in the understanding of a
wider  context.”
Transcendence: Users should be able to think beyond the panoramic level. They
can  take  what  they  see  on  a  screen  through  “boundary  knowledge”  (Jacobson,
1999), and apply that information at the macro level. They see beyond the
immediate task of interactivity, and take what they have learned and experienced
to another level.
Hierarchy of Needs
This design principle can be applied to this project, in which the application must
meet  the  fans’  needs  before  it  can  attempt  to  achieve  high-level needs (Lidwell et al.,
2010). There are five levels of needs: functionality, reliability, usability, proficiency and
creativity. For the app to function, it must have the most basic design requirements.
Reliability must be able to have a consistent and stable performance, while usability
refers to how easy and forgiving the design is to use (Lidwell et al., 2010). For
proficiency, it allows users to do jobs better than before. Creativity can only be met when
all  other  needs  are  satisfied,  and  “people  begin  interacting  with  the  design  in  innovative  
ways”  (Lidwell  et  al.,  2010).
Increasing Usage in Mobile Phones
Since the early 1990s, smartphone technology has been in existence; however, it
was  Apple’s  first  iPhone  release  in  2007.  In  a  study  conducted  in  January  2014,  more  
than 90% of adults use cellphones, while 58% use smartphones (Pophal, 2015). Another
survey pointed out that 97% of mobile phone users have them for texting, video, Internet,
social networking and news (Kang, p.452, 2015). Because of the rise in popularity,
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marketers have adapted their advertising options to target smartphone users from pop-up
ads and videos to in-app advertising. That has marketers focused on the user experience
and user interface.
In an ecommerce quarterly report, mobile traffic rose 120% in 2014 in
comparison to the 35% in tablet traffic (Pophal, p.10, 2015). That also included an
increase in revenue where consumers can make purchases faster on mobile and larger
screen sizes and improved payment options are easier (Pophal, p.10, 2015). Marketers in
2014 were able to use responsive web design and text messaging testing to realize that
“discoverability  is  and  will  be  driven  by  social media connections, mobile-optimized
content and location-aware  services”  (Pophal,  p.11,  2015).  In  other  words,  creating  
content for users is important.
Design Challenges of a Mobile Application
In creating any mobile application, there can be a series of difficulties. According
to research conducted by Hartmut Hoehle and Viswanath Venkatesh, there can be a lack
of  usability  in  that  “many  mobile  applications  do  not  prioritize  the  most  essential  aspects  
of the application and content is ineffectively presented which in turn negatively
influences  user  interaction”  (2015).  They  identified  this  as  the  most  important  factor  
influencing  consumers’  decisions  to  turn  away  from  mobile  applications  (Hoehle  et  al.,  
2015). Because of the lack of mobile application usability, the complexities are
mismanaged. By ineffectively presenting the content, the information becomes irrelevant
and  unnecessary.  Progressive  disclosure  suggests  that  displays  are  “clean  and  uncluttered  
and helps people manage complexity without becoming confused, frustrated or
disoriented”  (Lidwell  et  al.,  2010).
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Flaws in the Operating System
Since mobile devices have smaller screens, the content from a website does not
translate over to mobile devices well because of an overload of information, links and
text  (Hoehle  et  al.,  2015).  That  said,  users  become  frustrated  “because  the  application  
does not emphasize one of the key usability principles for mobile applications, such as
not  using  large  buttons  to  facilitate  the  data  input  …”  (Hoehle  et  al.,  2015). Mobile
application usability works hand-in-hand with the application and originates from its
specific operating system, noting that mobile application usability and mobile device
usability are different (i.e. user friendly) (Hoehle et al., 2015). Content on one operating
system may not work the same way on another operating system. Developers have to test
the usability across different platforms, or the developers are required to design on one
platform, omitting user-friendly requirements.
Mobile application users can also have issues when it comes to inputting the same
information more than one time, such as switching screens (Hoehle et al., 2015). Users
could become frustrated and dissatisfied, and there could be less downloads as a result of
it. Whether the mobile application is designed for Apple or Android, there are specific
guidelines that must be followed to have the right data preservation, instant start,
orientation and branding (Hoehle et al., 2015). Key to creating the correct type of mobile
application requires the right user interface output. Instead of using technical terms and
difficult to read text that could frustrate users, text should be displayed in a concise style
(Hoehle  et  al.,  2015).  “Standardized  user  interface  elements  should  be  employed”  so  that  
users think they are already familiar with the interface (Hoehle et al., 2015). By following
these design guidelines, designers can produce a successful mobile application.
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METHODOLOGY
Mobile Application Accessibility
Because there are two different main platforms that host mobile applications, it is
important to look into each option. The two options for users are either via the iPhone or
Android devices. In 2015, more than 230 million units of the iPhone were sold, and from
2007  to  2014,  “Apple  has  sold  more  than  590  million  iPhones”  worldwide  (Statista).  On  
the other hand, the Android operating system, which works on devices such as Samsung,
has had 325 million units sold of the fourth quarter of 2015, according to PCWorld.
Apple devices such as the iPhone use the iTunes App Store to access the millions
of applications. Developed by Apple, iTunes is a media player, media library and mobile
device management application. The App Store is a digital distribution platform for
mobile applications of iOS. For Android users, mobile applications are accessed via
Google Play, a digital distribution platform operated by Google. The platform serves as
the official app store, allowing users to browse and download applications.
According to research data published by Businessofapps.com in December 2015,
users downloaded 25 billion mobile applications for the iPhone versus 50 billion for the
Android devices. Only 3 percent of the app downloads for all devices in 2015 were in the
sports category (Statistic Brain).
Mobile Application Guidelines
Before designing a mobile application, there are a series of guidelines that must
be adhered in order to create a successful one on an Apple or Android device. For the
purposes of the prototype, the mobile application would be designed for an iPhone
platform, which means reviewing and following the guidelines for the Apple platform.
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According to the guidelines for Apple mobile application developers, Apple asks that
designers follow 29 rules and regulations from how the application must function to the
use of push notifications/alerts to media content. Within each of the 29 regulations, each
one contains a list of steps that must be taken. Some of these steps include any
application that crashes, contains bugs or does not perform as advertised will be rejected.
It  is  also  noted  that  “iPhone  apps  must  also  run  on  iPad  without  modification,  at  iPhone  
resolution,  and  at  2X  iPhone  3GS  resolution.”
Existing Hockey Team Apps
There are 30 National Hockey League hockey teams with 30 affiliates in the
American Hockey League. Before determining which apps could be beneficial in the
Utica Comets app prototype, this meant researching each app via the iTunes App Store
and Google Play. Because the prototype is for a specific team, the main focus was to
analyze the other hockey teams in the leagues.
Using a Google Sheet (Appendices B: National Hockey League Team Apps; and C:
American Hockey League Team Apps) to organize the 60 teams, all features were noted
for each app. If any apps contained special fan features, those were assigned a specific
color (yellow). The operating systems used were also taken into account and were also
given a specific color (orange for both systems; pink for Android devices). All 30 NHL
teams have apps available for iPhone and Android devices; however, only 10 teams have
extra features that are focused on the fans. For the AHL teams, 13 team apps are available
for download on iPhone and Android, two teams have apps only on Android, and 15
teams do not have apps at all, including the Utica Comets. Of the 30 teams, only six have
special features for hockey fans (Appendix A: Mobile Application Numbers).
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After organizing the features of every NHL and AHL team, there was more focus
placed on the apps with special features for fans. This would be the basis for the Utica
Comets prototype.
Some of the key features that stuck out were:


Boston Bruins (NHL): A Fantasy Five game where fans can compete against
other fans, and integration with  Ticketmaster’s  account  manager  to have seat
upgrades through a fan experience.



Montreal Canadiens (NHL): “At  the  Bell  Centre”  section  with  unique  in-venue
features for the ultimate fan experience, which includes at each game for
highlights and replays, digital wallet payments, in-seat delivery, interactive
games, friend-finding, guest services, ticket purchases and more. Fans can also
access a Canadiens-exclusive hockey pool with monthly prizes.



Washington Capitals (NHL): Fans can play the Capitals Mobile Fantasy
Challenge and sign up for email communications.



Toronto Maple Leafs (NHL): Fans have the opportunity to chat with friends
before and during live games.



Chicago Wolves (AHL): Fans have a section where they can be rewarded for
giving honest feedback to the team.



Manitoba Moose (AHL): Fans can take photos with the exclusive fan picture
template or socialize with other fans on one of the official Moose social media
accounts. Those who attend a game can check the app and be a part of an
interactive game-day experience including exclusive contests.

Another feature that some of the 10 NHL teams have are the chance for fans to create
a digital keepsake of his or her game-time  moment  superimposed  on  the  venue’s  video  
board. In almost every case, every team that has an app has integrated Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram for easy access to photos and news, as well as push notifications for quick
alerts to period starts and scoring.
The apps also include the basics such as team rosters, player bios, standings and team
schedule. After reviewing numerous team apps, there were some features that needed to
be considered for the Utica Comets app to make it more community-oriented rather than
information-oriented.
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Creating the Prototype
Adobe Muse was used to create the final versions of the Utica Comets app
prototype. Though the software allows designers to create websites without writing any
code, the program does let them design tablet and mobile websites. For the purposes of
this prototype, Muse has the best features and mobile app dimensions to complete a final
version.
Doing the research on the individual team apps provided the best insight on what
features would work out in the Comets app. When creating the Comets app, having some
of the same community-type fan features were important. Fans need more than scores,
standings and news; they should be able to interact with not only the team but also other
fans. Fans should be able to have 24 hours/7-days-a-week access to their favorite team
whether they are able to attend a game or not.
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Figure 1: Comets App Opening

Figure 2: Comets App Main Menu

According to Jacobson and the Design Kit website, the Comets app must be
designed to suit the needs of the fans. Through such human-centered design components
like coherence, engagement and ownership, the fans will feel like a part of the system or,
in this case, part of the hockey community. This community would have a deeper
connection through communication and as Watkins explained, gives a richer online
relationship.
Utica Comets Opening Screen and Main Menu
The opening screen (Figure 1: Comets App Opening) and main menu (Figure 2:
Comets App Main Menu) were created as a home screen that fans see when they open the
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Figure 3: Comets App Basics

mobile application. It welcomes the fans using Comets team colors and allows them to
select one of the four features. From there, they can access any of the basic features as
well as the special fan features. These  opening  screens  show  Lidwell’s  design  principles  
in hierarchical organization. It is considered one of the easiest structures for
understanding complexities.
Utica Comets Basic Features
For this section (Figure 3: Comets App Basics), it would have the basic
information that fans would need to follow the Comets. This would include game scores,
schedule, current AHL standings, team roster and news. In addition to the basics at the
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bottom of the app, fans would be able to listen to the Comets broadcasts. Every NHL
team app has this capability. If fans are unable to attend certain Comets games and they
are not in the Utica area to tune into the local radio station, they should have another way
to connect to the Comets. Along with the live play-by-play, the app would include live
scoring and up-to-the-minute line changes, penalties and video replays. It would be as if a
fan were to watch a game from his or her phone. As Kang explained, fan loyalty can be
obtained when fans receive information and services via mobile phone, thus having a
gratification in communication and content needs.
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Figure 4: Comets App Community

Utica Comets Hockey Community Section
The community section (Figure 4: Comets App Community) on the mobile app
shouldn't just be a place where fans can have access to social media links such as
Facebook and Twitter and other information; this section must be multi-faceted, with
interactive features to connect fans with one another and to the team. For this project, the
community section would include an area for social media, photos, fan chats before,
during and after games, interactive contests and even an area for the younger Comets
fans.  It  is  noted  that  this  section  could  change  depending  on  fans’  suggestions  and team
ideas. As a staple, the Comets basic features (scoring, standings will stay on the
community section main page for easy access.
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Through this community section for Comets fans, there is a sense of social
identification that gives them the perception of belonging by being a member of a
specific group and where they have an emotional attachment through a relationship, as
Watkins explained. They can relate to each other, the team and its players and display
attitudes and values (Kang, 2015). By identifying themselves, fans develop a sense of
community, and by using mobile content, those needs are filled, building engagement.
Social media section
Much like the basic game features, social media must play a role in the hockey
community. The Comets have accounts with Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. By tying
them into the mobile app, fans would have instant access with other fans and the team.
Within the social media section, there would be three tabs labeled for each platform.
Instead of jumping from the Comets app to each social media app, the software would be
integrated. The fans would have a live feed that would allow them to communicate and
share photos, videos and more. For example, within the Twitter feed, fans would have a
“one-stop  online  shop”  to  those Comets players with accounts. They would see a list of
current players, and from there, they would select those they would like to follow.
Hockey fans would have no need to search for each individual player. It is noted that fans
would have to sign in to their own Twitter accounts to access this feature.
Mobile content like social media utilizes the motivations and involvement through
the uses-and-gratifications theory, sparking a motive in sports fans (Kang, 2015).
Through these uses, fans are actively involved with teams, making it convenient for them
to access a variety of content and meet social needs like recreation and information
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exchange. Mobile content like social media fosters fanship related to the team (Kang,
2015).
Share fan photos section
Although fans would be able share photos taken before, during and after each
Comets game (home or away) on social media, there would be a section dedicated to
uploading fans images. Fans would click a camera icon on the bottom of the screen that
would take them to their camera on their smartphones. From there, they would take their
photos and upload them to one central spot the Comets have created. Fans would also
have the chance to comment on other fans photos. If the Comets have any in-game photo
contests, they could use this section to help them decide the winner(s).
Under the human-centered design theory, transcendence would apply to the
sharing of fan photos. Fans can think beyond the panoramic level, moving past the basic
understanding of interactive design and opening up information to apply it elsewhere.
According to Jacobson, users see what is on the screen and apply the information at the
macro level. Moving past the initial interactivity, users take the experience to a new level.
Instant chat with fans
Much like instant messenger or Facebook messenger, this section would be an
outlet for fans to chat live with other fans before, during and after Comets games. If a
user wanted to connect with other fans, they would be asked to create a profile with a
username and password or use their Facebook log-in information. This would allow them
to gain access to the chat room where they could directly engage with Comets fans. Each
of the 76 games has its own separate online chat. All the fans have to do is select the
game they would like to participate in. The team could also be included in the
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conversations, not only to add insight but also to oversee. The fans would be in control of
each live chat; however, the team must be there to review all content.
The instant  chat  feature  would  be  an  example  of  the  “Second  Screen  
Consumption”  (Roumeliotis,  2015)  where  fans  can  have  a  dynamic  experience  through  
interactive discussions. The NHL applied the value for its promotions and fan services,
adding a growing loyalty.
A section dedicated for kids
There would be a section on the mobile app specifically for the younger Comets
fans. The purpose of the kids section would be two-fold: interactive and educational.
Younger fans have the chance to play game while learning about hockey and the team.
With  parents’  permission,  kids  would  log  on  using  a  username  and  password  and  have  
access to games, fun trivia and more. Every aspect of the section would be centered on
the Comets mascot, Audie. For instance, with the fun trivia, kids could compete for
points and see how they rank among other young Comets fans.
This would be another way of branding a community. The section would spark
creativity, independence and knowledge, according to Fuller.
Game-day interactive contests
During each home game, fans can have the opportunity to participate in game-day
interactive contests to win Comets merchandise and other items. This would be a matter
of posting fan photos during the game and the team picks the winning photos, or it could
be something more complex such as a scavenger hunt to find items in the arena. It would
be up to the team to decide what contest they would like to create for fans. Each game
may have a different contest. These interactive contests are another way of engaging
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Figure 5: Comets Rewards

Figure 6: Comets Rewards Prizes

users through the application of human-centered design (Jacobson, 1999). Users are
invited to participate.
Season ticket holder section
Currently, the Comets have a mobile app called Comets Rewards (Figure 5:
Comets Rewards) that allows only season ticket holders to earn points at each game.
Using their season ticket holder ID badge, they can earn anywhere from 50 to 125 points
depending on which team the Comets play. If they arrive an hour before game time, they
earn an extra 50 points. Fans then exchange points (Figure 6: Comets Rewards Prizes)
earned for team memorabilia, locker room tours and more. It also includes the
opportunity for fans to have their photo as the Comets Facebook profile image. The app
allows season ticket holders to check their points, see a team schedule (Figure 7: Comets
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Figure 7: Comets Rewards Schedule

Figure 8: Comets Rewards Promo

Rewards Schedule) and redeem promo codes for points (Figure 8: Comets Rewards
Promo). It is noted that the promo codes section has been used occasionally (Comets
Rewards, 2015).
Instead of having to separate applications for the team and its season ticket
holders, it would be wise to integrate the already-created Comets Reward app into the
team app. Season ticket holders would still have to sign in using a unique username and
password supplied by the Comets. This would allow them to still have access to all the
features mentioned above with some changes. Because this section is specific to the
Comets loyal fans, the promo codes section would be an active part. Fans would earn
extra points for more than just attending each game. By scanning their ID badge at the
team store or a concession stand, fans would earn points depending on how much they
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Figure 9: Push Notifications

spend. For example, they would receive one point for every dollar spent. The points
earned would not have to be limited to just Comets games. The Comets team would also
consider expanding the promo codes section to include area businesses and restaurants
that support the team and its fans. It would allow businesses to engage with their new and
current customers, while connecting with the Comets fans and adding to the already
growing hockey community. The design of a season ticket holder section would build a
cognitive bond and connect fans of a new sports team, according to Lock.
Push Notifications within Comets App
In addition to having the live broadcasts and game scoring on the app, fans would
be able to set up the app for game reminders, scoring and more. For each game, the app
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could be programmed to alert fans (Figure 9: Push Notifications) of the start, end of each
periods, every goal and final score. If they click on the alert, it would automatically open
up the Comets app and take them to the live scoring breakdown. The fans would even be
able to receive alerts on any team or player news and transactions. These notifications
can be determined in the setting section.

SUMMARY AND NEXT STEPS
Although it is not part of this project, it would be necessary to work side-by-side
with the Utica Comets organization through every step in the creation process from first
prototypes to the final version. That would also include any and all testing phases prior to
its launch to the Utica Comets fans. After its official launch, procedures would have to be
followed throughout the marketing process to ensure fans are aware of the new
application including advertising online and during every home game. It is recommended
that the hockey organization seek feedback from the hockey community to better the
mobile application throughout the season and upcoming seasons. This may include seeing
what new features fans would like to see through email blasts, surveys and other
marketing strategies.
After the launch of the Comets app, the organization should consider expanding
their fan base by including their current NHL affiliate, the Vancouver Canucks. This may
include creating a section on the app dedicated to the NHL team and the Canucks fans.
Comets and Canucks fans would have the opportunity to chat online about games, player
transactions and more. That being said, the NHL teams occasionally change AHL
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affiliations; if the Comets change NHL affiliates, the section on the app would change to
reflect its new team.
In addition to expanding the hockey fan community, the team could consider
adding new features such as an informational section about the history of the Comets.
This could include information about the Clinton Comets, the professional hockey team
that inspired the Utica Comets name.

CONCLUSION
There are multiple outlets where sports fans can get the latest in sports scores,
standings and more. Mobile applications are one of the easiest outlets to obtain such
information; however, mobile apps have been more informational than interactive for
fans. The lack of fan features that would allow them to communicate with each other and
their favorite teams keeps the community brand and social identification from expanding.
All the National Hockey League teams have created mobile apps that fans can download
for instant access; there are only 15 American Hockey League teams with apps. The
Utica Comets is one of those 15 other teams without a fan app. This sparked a main
research question:
“How  is  creating  a  mobile  application  for  hockey  fans  giving  a  sense  of  
community?”
While the focus of this proposal is on creating a community-based app, there were
also secondary research questions that would help expand the main idea. These questions
focus on the creation of the mobile application:
“Much  like  a  hockey  team,  will  the  mobile  application  bring  fans  together  as  
a  ‘team’  and  give  them  a  sense  of  belonging?”
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“How  will  communication  grow  with  the  creation  of  an  application?”
“How  will  this  mobile  application  be  beneficial  to  both  the  Utica  Comets  
organization  and  its  fans?”
“What  tools  or  features  should  be  included  in  a  hockey  application  that  
might support  the  concept  of  community?”
“How  can  social  media  tools  play  a  role  in  developing  a  community  amongst  
sports  fans?”
The purpose of this research proposal was to analyze and determine the best ways
to create a mobile application for Utica Comets hockey fans to have a sense of
community or belonging. The objective of this proposal was successful. This research
proposal analyzed multiple hockey team mobile applications in the National and
American hockey leagues, documented special fan features used, and then determined
which features would best be utilized in the Comets mobile app. The proposal was then
created based on criteria noted from each of the 45 individual hockey team apps available
within the iTunes App Store and Google Play and literature on the subject.
By creating this mobile app for hockey fans, they now have the opportunity to
come  together  as  a  “team.”  Special  features  such  as  interactive  contest,  instant  chat  
during games and sharing photos would get fans talking hockey, thus giving fans a sense
of social identification. They will be able to relate themselves with the team and its
players. That motivation leads to passion. Since the Utica Comets came to the area three
years, the hockey community has grown to appreciate not only the sport, but also the
team. The fans have embraced the Comets, and by giving them a mobile app, they can
expand that social identification and expand their brand.
With the mobile app, fan communication would only continue to grow. Social
media, for instance, would give the Comets the chance to interact with fans that then can
connect with others. Much as the fans are loyal to their favorite sports teams, they are
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also connected to their mobile devices. Fans have instant access to sports scores,
standings and news, and more oftentimes, they have their smartphones set for game
notifications to quick hits to goals and more. Social media would continue to play a part
in that instant access. In a community setting where sports takes center stage, they have a
place that can  serve  as  their  “one-stop  shop:”  A  place  where  fans  can  immediately  learn  
of game news and transactions, comment and if they cannot be at a game, receive instant
game notes and play-by-plays.
Though the mobile app is dedicated to its fans, the Utica Comets would be able to
benefit from its creation. As of right now, they do not have an app that fans can
download; they rely heavily on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to get their news
quickly out to fans. By creating the app, the Comets can expand their fan base and the
team brand. They would not have a limit to the number of fans that follow the team. It
would include its current NHL affiliate, thus a growing hockey community.
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APPENDIX A: Mobile Application Numbers
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APPENDIX B: National Hockey League Team Apps

National Hockey League
Team

Tampa Bay
Lightning

Florida
Panthers

Team
App?

Notes

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Boston Bruins Yes

Interactive game schedule, allowing you to buy tickets directly from your
smartphone; Fantasy Five game where fans can compete against other fans;
integrations with Ticketmaster's account manager and seat upgrade through fan
experience

Detroit Red
Wings

Yes

Official app with Twitter updates from players, plus Facebook integration (digital
keepsake :: your own picture superimposed on the Joe Lewis video board)

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

"At the Bell Centre" section with unique in-venue features for the ultimate fan
experience (at the game for highlights and replays; digital wallet payments; in-seat
delivery, interactive games, friend-finding, guest services, ticket purchases and
more); access to your mobile tickets for games at the Bell Centre right from the app;
access to a Canadiens-exclusive hockey pool with monthly prizes

Buffalo
Sabres

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Toronto
Maple Leafs

Yes

Official app with live chat with friends before and during live games

Yes

Interact with other fans via the aggregated Twitter feed and share any media item in
the app with all friends via Twitter and Facebook; create a digital keepsake of your
game-time moment superimposed on the Verizon Center video board; play the
Caps Mobile Fantasy Challenge and sign up for Capitals email communications

Yes

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram integration with one-click sharing of all news
items; in-seat ordering of food, drinks and team merchandise directly from your
seat; Where to watch: find out where to tune in if you can't make it to the game;
directions: arean maps, seating chart and directions for getting to/around the arena.

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Social media with aggregated Twitter of all of your favorite tweeters; game-time
moment superimposed on the Consol Energy Center jumbotron in the form of a
unique digital keepsake; closed captioning with text feed of the game commentary

Ottawa
Senators

Montreal
Canadiens

Washington
Capitals

New York
Rangers

New York
Islanders
Pittsburgh
Penguins
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Philadelphia
Flyers

Carolina
Hurricanes

New Jersey
Devils

Columbus
Blue Jackets

Chicago
Blackhawks

Dallas Stars

St. Louis
Blues

Nashville
Predators

Minnesota
Wild
Colorado
Avalanche

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Aggregated Twitter of all favorite Avalanche tweets, one-click tweet of all media
items, one-click Facebook posting of all media items; sync game schedule to your
calendar

Winnipeg Jets Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Anaheim
Ducks

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram

Yes
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feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Los Angeles
Kings

San Jose
Sharks

Vancouver
Canucks

Arizona
Coyotes

Calgary
Flames

Edmonton
Oilers

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Live game coverage with near real-time shift changes, score updates, player
statistics, boxscore and play-by-play; post-game video highlights; customized game
alerts; breaking news; videos on-demand; photo galleries; Twitter and Instagram
feeds; full season schedule; NHL standings; team roster, player profiles and
statistics; mobile ticketing

Yes

Aggregated Twitter of all favorite Flames tweeps, one-click tweet of all media items,
one-click Facebook posting of all media items; game-time moment superimposed
on the Flames Energy Board in the form of a unique digital keepsake; sync game
schedule to your calendar

Yes

Aggregated Twitter of all favorite Oilers tweets, one-click tweet of all media items,
one-click Facebook posting of all media items; game-time moment superimposed
on the Rexall Place video board in the form of a unique digital keepsake; interactive
map of the arena with searchable concessions-stands and amenities
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APPENDIX C: American Hockey League Team Apps

American Hockey League
Team

Team
App?

Bridgeport Sound
Tigers
Yes
Hartford Wolf
Pack

Notes
ONLY FOR ANDROID :: Full schedule; save game times and details to your
calendar; buy tickets; get directions to the stadium; view and purchase items
from team store; roster information including player bios and stats; game
notifications

No

Hershey Bears

Yes

Lehigh Valley
Phantoms

No

Portland Pirates

No

Providence
Bruins

No

Springfield
Falcons

No

WilkesBarre/Scranton
Penguins

Yes

Albany Devils

No

Binghamton
Senators

No

Rochester
Americans

No

St. John's
IceCaps

No

Syracuse Crunch Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: View game schedule, real-time game
information, game photos, videos and more; stay up to date with favorite players
in team section, including player photos, bios and statistics; listen to the games
live; game-day view provides real time stats for live games and post game
information including three stars; game notifications with goal, penalty and
period updates

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: full schedule; save game times and details to
your calendar; directions to the game; fanzone with noisemakers, fan of the
week section and an easy way to upload photos and videos directly to the team;
team section with stats, league stats and roster information

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Read the latest news about the team as well
as game summaries; check schedules and game scores; learn more about
players and coaches; add games to your calendar so you can be notified of
games; see photos from games and team events; get notifications for scores
and news

Toronto Marlies

No

Utica Comets

No

Only app available is for season ticket holder rewards

Charlotte
Checkers

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Day-to-day information about the team,
including roster changes, notifications and more (shopping for apparel from app)

Yes

ONLY FOR ANDROID :: full schedule and events; save game times and details
to calendar; get directions to our games; valuable coupons on the game/event
detail pages for discounts, freebies and more; RSS news feed; game
notifications; view and purchase items from team store; team section with player
bios, stats and more; new section that accesses team videos, photos, stadium
info, league standings and stats; new feedback feature that rewards you for
giving honest feedback

Chicago Wolves
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Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Read the latest news about the team as well
as game summaries; check schedules and game scores; learn more about
players and coaches; add games to your calendar so you can be notified of
games; see photos from games and team events; get notifications for scores
and news

Iowa Wild

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Read the latest news about the team as well
as game summaries; check schedules and game scores; learn more about
players and coaches; add games to your calendar so you can be notified of
games; see photos from games and team events; get notifications for scores
and news

Lake Erie
Monsters

No

Grand Rapids
Griffins

Manitoba Moose
Milwaukee
Admirals

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Get the latest news, game schedule,
standings, player stats and more; take a photo with our exclusive fan pics
template or socialize with other fans on one of the official Moose social media
accounts; fans attending games can check in to the app and be a part of
interactive game day experiences including games and exclusive contests

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Get the scores, latest standings, news,
schedule, social media feeds, stats and team roster; share opinions and
comments with other fans using the Buzz

Rockford IceHogs Yes
Bakersfield
Condors

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Listen to each game live on the go; cool VIP
experiences like seat upgrades, opportunity to watch warm-up from the penalty
box, post-game meet and greets; latest news, player bios, photos and stats;
game schedule, allow buying tickets directly from mobile device

No
FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Up to the minute team news; complete game
schedule; up to date roster; league standings; purchase tickets; arena map and
seating chart; complete concession menu; comprehensive 'hockey 101';
Facebook; Twitter; Instagram

Ontario Reign

Yes

San Antonio
Rampage

No

San Diego Gulls

Yes

San Jose
Barracuda

No

Stockton Heat

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Tickets, schedule, team roster, player stats
and bios; shopping, news; seating chart; features and fan wall (social media)

Texas Stars

Yes

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Latest news, connect to social media; score
updates

FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID :: Schedule; roster; stats; ticket information;
directions to arena
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